
2. Lecture: Arch 208, TuTh 10:30-noon.

3. Midterms/Final:
   - First midterm: Oct 1, in-class
   - Second midterm: Nov 5, in-class
   - Final: TBA

   You need a MyMathLab access code

5. What you can learn beyond Calculus:
   - The skill to read mathematics.
   - The language to discuss mathematics.
   - Teamwork.

6. Office hours: DRL 3N4B, TuTh noon-1am or by appointment.
   If you have any questions/comments/issues/concerns/advices, please come to office hours. I am here to help you.

7. Very important: Calculus Start-Up:
   http://www.vpul.upenn.edu/tutoring/calculusstartup.php

8. Grading:
   - 10% Class attendance (5% for physical and 5% for mental)
   - 10% Weekly Homework (deadline Tuesdays before lecture (10:30AM sharp))
   - 10% Quizzes (weekly, in recitation)
   - 10% Reading assignments (about the lecture videos/notes)
   - 15% Each midterm (30% in total)
   - 30% Final

Weekly homeworks should be turned in before Tuesdays’ lecture (you can turn the homeworks in on Monday for example). Each homework set will worth 5 points. If you turn in the hw after lecture started you lose 1 point. If you turn in the hw after the lecture ended you do not get any credit. There will be individual and also group homeworks. The worst score will be dropped from the individual hws. No make-up homeworks.
There will be weekly quizzes on Mondays during recitations. The quizzes will be based on homework problems. The worst 2 quizzes will be dropped.

In addition to the above, everyone should prepare to the next lecture by watching lecture videos and by reading the lecture notes online. Each week there will be a homework assigned to the groups about the lecture videos/notes. Videos: http://www.math.upenn.edu/ugrad/calculus-videos/pennmathvideos.html

Lecture notes: Link: http://www.math.upenn.edu/~mhabli/teaching/2014fall/notes.html

**Cheating and other academic misconducts will not be tolerated.**

9. Curve:

- 30% A
- 30% B
- 30% C
- 10% D or F

Unlike in the non-active learning classes, **the curve will be taken in section not in all calculus sections.** Unfortunately, I have very little flexibility on changing the curve, it is basically set to us.:(

10. Group work: During the semester you need to work in groups. After each midterm groups will completely change, people will be reassigned. Each group will consist of 3 or 4 people. Take the opportunity to discuss mathematics with fellow group members.

11. Worksheets: I will make worksheets for every lecture. The group homeworks will be based on the worksheets.

12. Attention: In order to keep your attention I will ask you not to use your computer and not to use your (smart)phone during discussions, please do not bring any calculators either.

13. Calculus help: Do not hesitate to ask for help!

- Office hours
- Math Centers: http://www.math.upenn.edu/ugrad/calc/help/schedule.html
- Private tutors: http://www.math.upenn.edu/ugrad/tutors.html
- Free tutors: http://www.vpul.upenn.edu/tutoring/
- General academic difficulties http://www.vpul.upenn.edu/lrc/
- Counseling: http://www.vpul.upenn.edu/caps/